Explore Diebold's stand-alone lobby ATM and discover the most functionality you can find in a footprint of this size

**Increased Functionality**
Modular construction allows you to add additional features and functionalities quickly and cost effectively.

**Enhanced Design**
Contemporary, sleek design incorporates a branding panel prominently positioned on the fascia. Use this area to brand your financial institution or market your products and services for increased revenue.

**Open System Software Support**
Opteva™ terminals are powered by Agilis™, Diebold's high-performance software, which interfaces with a variety of multiple-vendor products to decrease your need for backend support.

**Reliability**
With large-capacity consumables and intelligent modules that forecast predictive maintenance needs, you can count on maximum availability for each machine.

**Installation Flexibility**
Make efficient use of valuable floor space with either front- or rear-load configurations.

**Enhanced Security Features**
Reduce risk exposure with enhanced automated teller machine (ATM) modules incorporating the latest in fraud-preventive mechanisms.

**Simplified Service**
Lower ongoing operating costs with our intuitive graphical interface that simplifies maintenance functions and makes it easy to train new branch personnel.
Opteva 720 Features

Build your self-service delivery channel upon the power of Opteva hardware, Agilis software and Diebold Premier Services™. Together, they provide everything you need today, yet enable you to add new features and functions with unparalleled ease anytime tomorrow. Turn to Diebold for the complete self-service solution: hardware, software, and total services and support. Make it simple. Make it Diebold, the one company that can maximize the return on your self-service investment.

Architecture:
- Ergonomically designed fascia meets accessibility standards
- Minimized ATM footprint offers the most functionality for the footprint size
- Installation with vestibule collar can be retrofitted to fit into existing interior through-the-wall ATM openings

Display Options:
- 15.1-inch consumer LCD display delivers attention-getting graphics to increase advertising and cross-selling impact
- Touch-screen options with or without function keys

Enhanced Security:
- Every module was designed with security in mind
- Fraud-resistant dispenser and card reader, consumer awareness mirrors, encrypting PIN pad, duress alarm, universal camera mounts, available ink dye system and much more

Deposit Automation Options:
- Envelope depositor with integrated dispenser provides one entry point for both presenting and receiving envelopes
- Intelligent Depository Module™ accepts envelope-free checks for direct deposit verification and credit

Advanced Function Dispenser (AFD) Options:
- Two to five multimedia cassettes for increased throughput and efficiencies
- AFD utilizing proven friction pick technology
- Divert cassette with separate retract and divert compartments

Printer Options:
- The industry’s first two-color graphical thermal 80 mm receipt printer and A4 or 8.5-inch wide statement printer enable high-resolution graphics for easy reading and marketing opportunities

Opteva 720 Specifications

Branding panel
- Deposit automation options
  - Envelope depositor
  - Intelligent Depository Module
  - Bulk note acceptor
- Printer options
  - Two-color graphical thermal receipt and statement printers
  - Graphical thermal journal printer
- Card reader options
  - Manual insert (dip)
  - Motorized options
  - Smart card options
- Security chest
  - UL 291 Level I
  - CEN III
  - CEN IV

Dimensions
- Height: 65 inches (1,651 mm)
- Width: 31.25 inches (794 mm)
- Depth: 34.6 inches (880 mm)
- Weight with five-high UL 291 Level I safe: 1,500 lbs (680 kg)
- Weight with five-high CEN IV safe: 2,200 lbs (1,000 kg)